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Reflecting on Our Blessings
Many of us have enjoyed some very special
times of family gatherings over recent holidays
and those to come. How wonderful to reflect on
our blessings and our reasons to be thankful!
I was privileged to attend many of the
Dairy Girl Network events at World Dairy
Expo. The Sharing Wisdom panel on Friday
of Expo was especially full of insight as the
expert panelists discussed “recovering from
a downturn” including emotionally as well as
financially. I’ll share one nugget of wisdom from
Monica Kramer McConkey about dealing with
those times where we are overwhelmed and
frustrated. “The work really needs to happen in
our thinking. Get to that particular thought that
is causing an issue. Is it something we have
control of? If so, MAKE A PLAN. If not, either
accept it or let it go, but really pay attention to
how your thinking is controlling your feelings
and effecting how you are functioning.” This
was impactful to hear and really good. I am so
grateful to be involved with an organization that
can present this kind of valuable programming.
As we peek across the timeline into 2020,
we have much to be optimistic about! Dairy
prices finally seem to be rebounding, our dairy
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story is full of great accomplishments. 2020 is
also a Dairy Girl Network National Conference
year. I hope many of you will circle the dates
of November 3 to 5, 2020 (or better yet,
block them out now) on your calendar! DGN’s
Forward TogetHER conference will be held in
Lake Geneva, Wis. I have attended both of the
previous conferences, and I have to tell you
that I can’t wait until this one. There absolutely
will be something valuable there for every
dairywoman. You will want to be there in person,
so put a fence around this date and plan to
attend and don’t forget to bring a friend too.
I don’t mean to candy coat our challenges,
as they are many. But what a great time to
reflect on what worked for us in 2019 and what
we need to change moving forward! Let’s open
our minds to consider ways to keep improving
our operations, our relationships, our lives. And
Dairy Girl Network will be here to help every
step of the way.

LuAnn Troxel
Dairy Girl Network Board of Director
and Financial Officer
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Fire Safety:

Written by Amanda Borkowski

As seen on

Winter is a Common Time for Barn Fires
Those in rural communities face very unique
fire risks, as well as the extreme economic
impact a fire and loss of property and livestock
can have on the business, families and
communities in rural areas. A barn fire is a
farm owner’s worst nightmare and “most
have tragic results, whether it is the loss of
human life, an animal, valuable equipment
or the building structure itself. The majority
of all barn fires are the result of carelessness
and a lack of fire safety knowledge. Insurance
statistics show that the two most common
times of the year for barn fires are summer
and winter. Many winter fires are caused by
appliances, rodents chewing through wires
or the accumulation of dust and cobwebs on
electrical surfaces” (source: NASD).
For Dairy Girl Network member Lorilee
Schultz (IL), a calf barn fire was a harsh reality
a few years ago. “According to the fireman in
our calf barn, the bottom of our heat lamps
measured 260 degrees F. Somehow the twine
hanging the lamp melted and the lamp fell. It
doesn’t take that long to start a fire in straw
at those temps” Lorilee wrote in a post on
Exchange, the private DGN Facebook group.
Luckily, all employees and the calves were
safely evacuated. During this event, Lorilee
and their farm learned that quick access to a
fire extinguisher is critical to stopping a fire
before it could spread to more flammable areas
of the barn. “I am more vigilant in having fire
extinguishers checked annually. We are also
lucky that we have a good relationship with
our local volunteer fire department. They are
familiar with our facilities and were already

making contingencies for back-up en route to
the farm in case the fire spread. And we were
incredibly lucky that we were notified of the
fire by a family that saw it from the road while
driving by. It’s another good reason to be a
good neighbor!” Lorilee stated.
Another dairywoman who shared her
experiences on Exchange was Patty Sellen (WI).
Patty and her husband farm with his parents
on Valley Line Dairy, a 650-cow operation,
where she is responsible for newborn calves
and fills in on herd duties where needed. She
remembers the day vividly: “It was a foggy
morning, but still warm days. We were cooking
breakfast when the cow feeder called about
seeing odd fog coming from the hay shed. The
next fifteen minutes were a blur following that
phone call. The fire was located deep within
the hay shed, which at the time was full of
straw, hay and equipment. One month prior to
the fire, we had made large squares of hay. We
only assumed one bale was wet and started
the fire. Everyone grabbed fire extinguishers
from all the buildings. Next move was to take
out as much equipment as we could at the
time. It took 12 minutes from the phone call to
the fire apartment showing up, then another 8
minutes before water was applied. When you’re
located out in the country, there is course extra
protocol for the fire department to bring water
to the location. By the time we were done with
the fire that day I believe there was over 10 fire
departments on site.”
Both women mentioned how having fire
extinguishers that were up-to-date and
accessible really bought them time and helped
stall the situation before
firefighters were able to
show up. “I can’t stress
enough how in the moment
it was scary, but we just
knew that everything was
going to be replaced. It
was a long process, but
we are so glad that having
fire extinguishers in place
bought us a little time. It
facebook.com/DairyGirlNetwork

helped us in preventing smaller fires because
every employee house has an alarm and a fire
extinguisher, every piece of equipment has a
fire extinguisher in the cab and every building
has two or more located inside or outside
the walls. It gives you a little sense of peace
knowing that this is now in place if it was to
happen again.” Patty said.
As stressful and scary as a situation like
this can be, it is so important to remain safe
and have a plan in place to work off of. “Be
sure to put your personal safety first. When I
learned the calf barn was on fire, I ran outside
in the middle of winter in my pajamas with
no shoes on. I ran straight into the barn
full of smoke and started grabbing metal
gates off the front of the pens to get calves
out. In retrospect, that could have been very
dangerous. I could have burned my feet or
my hands, or worse. It’s hard to fight the
instinct, so thinking about fire risks ahead of
time can help you make better decisions in
the moment” Lorilee warned. Preparing for a
situation like this can save critical moments
if the unimaginable happens. Having fire
extinguishers easily accessible, keeping
records of locations and having routine
checks of your extinguishers, creating a plan
with employees and your local departments,
flagging/marking bales that may be too wet,
and even keeping the farm driveway easily
accessible and clear of debris can make all the
difference.
For more information on rural fire
prevention, safety and planning, check out
these helpful links and/or contact your local
fire department:
http://nasdonline.org/1044/d000843/fireprevention-and-safety-measures-around-thefarm.html
https://www.nfpa.org/Public-Education/Firecauses-and-risks/Regional-risks/Rural-areas
http://umash.umn.edu/farm-safety-check-fireprevention/
https://www.amfam.com/resources/articles/onthe-farm/fire-safety-on-the-farm-and-ranch w

@dairygirlnetwork
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What do you have to say about
Spanish On La Granja (on the farm)

Courtney Crave

, Wisconsin

Courtney is a Feed Production Specialist with Landmark Co-op, where she drives
to farms and conducts personal sales calls to prospective and current Landmark
Animal Nutrition Customers. Courtney wanted to refresh her Spanish skills
and be more personable, so she is currently in our Spanish on La Granja 201
(intermediate) course. Courtney uses her Spanish skills to talk to employees on
the farms she visits for work. “I believe you earn a lot of respect with employees
even if you just make an effort in speaking Spanish. I think speaking Spanish to employees helps build a
level of comfort, which in turn, I believe helps with employee performance and attitude” she said. When
it came to the Spanish on La Granja classes, Courtney liked that she could make the classes work on
her schedule- if she missed a live class, she could listen to it on her own time. “I think these classes
are beneficial. It’s great to learn specific vocabulary geared towards the industry. Maestra Katie is super
upbeat and if you need extra help or guidance, it’s there, which is appreciated” she stated.

Kies Orr Thompson

, Connecticut

Kies took the first round of Spanish 101 that DGN offered. Besides wanting a
refresher, she needed to communicate with a Spanish-speaking employee on their
family farm, Fort Hills Farms, where Kies is the herdswoman and has the duties
of running the day-to-day activities, preparing projects for the future, paying bills
and tending to the cows. While taking the class, she said her favorite part was
relearning and realizing she remembered more than she thought. She also enjoyed
the ability of holding a higher-level of conversation with the employee. Kies said, “I think this course
was one of the best things I could do for our farm and being able to communicate; and other employees
started to get interested in speaking Spanish also.” She mentioned that anyone interested in expanding
their Spanish skills should dive in and “just keep learning it!”

Dr. Alicia Tutino

, Michigan

For Dr. Tutino, learning Spanish was important to advance her communication skills
with Spanish employees on her farm visits. As an associate veterinarian with Clinton
Veterinary Service, Dr. Tutino works with a variety of species ranging from cows,
horses, sheep, goats and pigs, but she works mainly with dairy cattle. “Because the
majority of my work is on dairy farms, I work with a number of Spanish speaking
employees and it is very important to be able to communicate with them” she said.
To help with this, Dr. Tutino enrolled in our Spanish on La Granja 101 course last spring, and immediate
took the 201 course right after. Her goal is to become fluent enough to hold employee training meetings,
but she noted that learning to speak a different language is a long road. Now, she uses Spanish almost
daily to talk with employees and utilizes the vocabulary she learned in this course to communicate. ‘Before
this course, I had no formal training in Spanish. Everything I knew was picked up from talking to Spanish
speaking employees. So, these courses were really the base and start to my Spanish. My only words of
advice are that learning a language is difficult; it takes time, commitment and practice. So don’t give up
and don’t be afraid to make mistakes. The employees just appreciate that you are trying” Dr. Tutino said. w
facebook.com/DairyGirlNetwork
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Online Spanish
Course, tailored
to dairy
Classes Offered:
• Spanish on la Granja 101, beginner
• Spanish on la Granja 201,
intermediate

All Courses Include:
• An 8-week condensed course (total
of 16 lessons)
• Two weekly one-hour live but
recorded video lessons accessible
when convenient for you!
• “Live” classes will be Tuesdays
and Thursdays
• The ability to schedule one-on-one
calls/video chats with the instructor
weekly for additional help
• Access to helpful links, games and
more for reinforcement
• Ease of completing course
assignments through the DGN
website
• Certificate for course completion
Learning a second language
takes commitment, practice and
determination. Native Spanishspeakers love it when you show an
appreciation for their language and
culture. Even knowing the basics
will go a long way in improving
relationships.
Our spring class
is now enrolling
with a start
date of January
14th. Register at
DairyGirlNetwork.
com. w
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Partnerships Drive
our Mission

UPCOMING 2020 DAIRY GIRL
NETWORK CONNECT EVENTS

The mission of Dairy Girl Network
(DGN) is fueled by the support of our
partners. Our partners are true believers
of DGN and strive to enhance lives and
create opportunities for all women in
dairy. Working together, partners and the
passionate DGN team continue to grow
our program areas that impact thousands
of dairywomen each year.

California Holstein Association: San Luis Obispo, CA;
Friday, January 24, 2020 from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.;
transportation will leave from 8:45 a.m. from the
Embassy Suites to the event location, The Penny.

Vision Sponsors: Dairy Herd
Management and Mycogen Seeds
Sustaining Sponsors: Dairy
Management Inc., DeLaval, Diamond
V and Land O’ Lakes
Catalyst Sponsor: Cargill
Conversation Sponsors: Compeer
Financial, CP Feeds, Dairy Farmers of
America, Merck, National Dairy FARM
Program, and StarBlends
Connect Local Event Sponsors: Udder
Comfort, American Dairy Association
Northeast, Indiana Dairy Producers,
American Dairy Association Indiana,
Janzen Ag Law, Greenstone Farm Credit
Services, Milk Specialties, Great Lakes
Dairy Conference, Connor Agriscience,
Pacific Elements, Nebraska State Dairy
Association, Farm Credit, NovaMeal,
TechMix, Immucell, Dairy Calf and
Heifer Association Conference, Dairy
Farmers of America, Papillon, Purina
and WinField United
The future of Dairy Girl Network is
bright, and our goals are set high, now is your
opportunity to have a part in the network’s
growth. If you are interested in fueling our
organization and driving personal and
professional growth for dairywomen across
the country, contact Andrea Brossard at
andreab@dairygirlnetwork.com.

Thank you

to all of the 2019

Dairy Girl Network sponsors! w

Pennsylvania Dairy Summit: State College, PA at the Penn Stater;
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 at 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Great Lakes Dairy Conference: Frankenmuth, MI at the Bavarian Inn and
Conference Center; February 6-8, 2020.
World Ag Expo: Tulare, CA at the International Agri-Center; February 11-13,
2020. A Family Lounge will also be provided during World Ag Expo.
Nebraska Annual Dairy Convention: Columbus, NE at the Ramada Hotel
and Conference Center; February 25, 2020 from 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
High Plains Dairy Conference: Amarillo, TX at the Embassy Suites; March
3, 2020 from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Central Plains Dairy Expo: Sioux Falls, S.D. at the Sioux Falls Convention
Center; March 24-26, 2020.
Dairy Calf and Heifer Association: Madison, WI at Alliant Energy Center;
April 7-9, 2020.
World Dairy Expo: Madison, WI at Alliant Energy Center and Sheraton;
September 29 - October 3, 2020.
Forward TogetHER DGN National Conference: Lake Geneva, WI at The
Grand Geneva, November 3-5, 2020.

Are you interested in hosting a Connect event near you?
Do you know of a dairy conference or event in your area that would
benefit from having an DGN Connect networking event? Would you be
interested in serving as a chairwoman for a Connect event? If so, please
complete the volunteer form here: https://dairygirlnetwork.com/volunteer/
We are always looking for new events to bring dairywomen together. Our
Connect networking events allow dairywomen a quick chance to recharge
by talking about all aspects of their lives and dairy farming. The event is
for all women involved with any part of dairy – whether as a calf feeder,
dairy owner, marketing or sales consultant servicing dairy farms or cheese
producers, veterinarian, researchers, and more. If there is a dairy cow
involved in what you do, you’re invited.
Additionally, we would also like to bring our DGN Family Lounges to more
events across the nation. Our Family Lounge allows families with small
children a quiet place to rest and recharge. There is also an area for nursing
mothers available in these spaces. w
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Goal Setting... 1 to 10
“2019 has been a terrible year.”
“When it comes to my boss, I can’t
win, we just don’t get along.”
“This has been a rough morning.”
“My desk is an absolute mess.”
“My resolutions this year were a
complete failure.”
Can you relate to any of these
statements? Since we are all human, its
safe to say we’ve felt frustration with
our goals, our day, ourselves and even
the people around us.
The end of one year and the
beginning of another is often a time
for self-reflection and resolutions.
What did I accomplish this year? What
would I like to achieve in the coming
year? How would I like to grow and
change personally?
Did you know that 8% of people are
successful in keeping their resolutions?
More than 50% of people admit to
failing in their resolutions before
January 31st. It sounds to me like we
are doing it all wrong! More accurately,
we are THINKING about it all wrong.
We often think about things in terms
of good or bad, achievement or failure,

u

Written by Greta Snider Halahan.
Greta is a facilitator, speaker, communication and personal development
coach. She was raised and developed a passion for dairy and agriculture
on her family farm in Pennsylvania. Greta resides in Lebanon, PA with her
husband, Stephen and their two sons, Quinn and Jackson.

yes or no, or even black and white.
When we measure ourselves and
others with this or that assessments,
we leave no room for growth. Growth
is messy and often unrecognizable.
Growth = Progress. If your goal is to
lose 10 pounds, growth happens when
you focus on the next ounce, not the
next pound. You would lose 10 pounds
by June 10th if you simply lost an
ounce a day.
As 2019 ends and 2020 is fresh and
full of possibility, I’d like to show you
how to recognize and achieve daily
growth that will result in achieved
goals, improved relationships and
personal growth. It is called the 1 to
10 principle. Let’s think about your
relationship with your boss or a coworker as an example.
Step 1 – Set the 1 to 10 scale in your
mind. 1 would be the worst possible
relationship you could have with them
and 10 is a perfect relationship.
Step 2 – Decide where the relationship
currently falls on that scale.
Step 3 is all about progress, what can
you do to move that scale? Is your
relationship a 4? How can you make
it a 5? This scale can work with any

area of your
life and at any
point in your
day. Let’s go
back to that
frustrating
morning.
On a scale
of 1 to 10, 1
being the worst morning you can have
and 10 a perfect morning, just how bad
is this morning? What can you do to
make it a 6 instead of a 5? This kind
of thinking gives us another gift to
go with all that growth – perspective.
Sometimes in the middle of something
challenging when I set the scale in my
mind, I realize that things aren’t nearly
as bad as a 1, and while a 10 sounds
great, perfection is not growth, and it is
not realistic to expect at this moment
in my day.
On a scale of 1 to 10, what kind
of year has 2019 been for you? What
is one thing you can do to move the
scale? As you reflect on the New Year,
gauge your goals for personal and
professional growth on the 1 to 10
scale. Remember that invisible growth
is incremental growth, and that is the
key to success in all you do. w

December Financial Planning and Understanding Mini-Series

Join us for these two webinars for the price of one! Webinar 1, occurred last Friday: Understanding Your Financial
Statements and can be watched as a recording. Webinar 2, December 13th: Calculation Ratios and Evaluation
to Track Performance. Don’t miss out on this great deal to take a deeper dive into understanding your financial
statements. These webinars are brought to you by Compeer and Farm Credit Services of America.

Register online at DairyGirlNetwork.com for this $10 webinar mini-series. w
facebook.com/DairyGirlNetwork
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Dairy, Dairy, Dairy
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Holiday Celebrations
By: Tricia Sheehan, VP, Strategic Communications and
Farmer Relations for Dairy Management Inc.

With holiday gatherings just
around the corner, I’m always
looking for easy entertaining
and gifting ideas that I can
share. And, being able to
celebrate with wonderful dairy
products is a delicious way to
spread the joy of dairy with
friends who aren’t as connected
to dairy or agriculture.
I love entertaining with
cheese. I usually keep my
cheese boards simple, slicing
up cheddar, Colby jack and
adding a few cheese curds. But
after talking with one of my
colleagues “Chad the Cheese
Guy” I was inspired to add a
new layer of sophistication to
my cheese trays this year. Chad’s
first tip is to remember that the
cheese is the star – you don’t
need to go flashy with your
board or accessories! He goes on
to say that you should start with
a cheese that is approachable for
everyone, add in something a
bit more adventurous for your
foodie types, and then look for
something trendy to capture
those looking for the latest
thing. Here are some simple tips
on making a crowd-pleasing
cheese plate for your holiday
gatherings!
So many people talk about
cheese and wine pairings, but
cheese and beer pairings can
offer the same level of flavor
experience and adventure!

Cheese can enhance the flavor
of and experience of drinking
beer or vice versa. If you’re
looking for an easy entertaining
idea, grab three or four cheeses
and a selection of beers for
everyone to find their favorite
pairings.
My family loves holiday
baking time – especially cutout
cookies. I will admit, our
decorating skills look nothing
like the images in the recipe
photos, but they taste good!
And, I tell everyone the kids did
all the icing, so the pressure is
off ! Here is one of my favorites,
gingerbread cutout cookies.
The Go Bold with Butter
website, goboldwithbutter.com,
sponsored by the American
Butter Institute, holds a holiday
baking contest. Here are some
past award winners if you’re
looking for a new recipe or two
to experiment with.
If you’re headed out to a
holiday party and want to bring
a unique host gift, think about
bringing your favorite aged
cheese. I’m betting your host
will receive a few bottles of wine
or beer, and this could be a great
complement! Cheese can be
aged to perfection and typically
the longer the cheese is aged,
the more unique and complex
its flavor becomes.
Here’s wishing you and yours
a very dairy holiday! w
facebook.com/DairyGirlNetwork

Instagram Accounts
You Should be Following

The Flossy Farmgirl
@theflossyfarmgirl
Caci Nance, South Carolina
I create modern-day keepsakes
from custom dresses to
personalized coffee cozy, my goal is
for you to have things you love!
Artwork by APJ
@artworkbyapj
Andrea Jorgensen, Michigan
I specialize in colorful and bold,
one-of-a-kind, custom acrylic
animal portraits.

Farmgirl Photography
@danaefarmgirl
Danae Bauer, Wisconsin
My photographs reflect my love
for cows and sunlight!

The Roan Cow
@theroancow
Torie Little, Idaho
A handmade soap company
that mixes fresh, authentic
ingredients into your own personal
self-love routine.
@lauralynetteshop
Laura Lynette Shop
Meagan Myers, Nicole Wren and
Morgan Beckley, Michigan
We create agriculture shirts to help
bridge the gap between farmers and
consumers.
@redheadcreamery
Redhead Creamery
Alise Sjostrom, Minnesota
A family run and owned
farmstead creamery handcrafting
award-winning artisan cheeses
and providing farm experiences.
@dairygirlnetwork
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DGN Summary from
Thank you to all who joined us in Madison, WI for World Dairy Expo the beginning of October. We
enjoyed networking, sharing and connecting with you. Our Family Lounge was a huge hit again
for families with small children and nursing mothers. The Annual Networking Event joined 140
dairywomen together for great conversation and making new connections. The third Sharing
FAMILY LOUNGE
Wisdom education session was dynamic and educational as we discussed recovering from a
downturn. We thank your sponsors of the event and look forward to planning next year! w

Sharing

4 Tips to Prepare for Dairy’s Next Downturn

Wisdom

DAIRY GIRL NETWORK

by Taylor Leach of Dairy Herd Management. Read on agweb.com.

Although producers are still gun shy to admit that things are
looking up for the dairy industry, a considerable improvement in
milk prices has seemed to lift their spirits. While most farmers
are not out of the water yet, the worst of low milk prices could be
over and better days may lie ahead.
However, with every up comes a down. During a World Dairy
Expo Sharing Wisdom Educational Session titled “Recovering
from a Downturn,” four industry professionals and dairy leaders
helped producers navigate how to build a road to recovery. Here
are some pieces of advice they shared:
“Don’t obsess about when the next downturn will be,” says
Linda Keene Hodorff, a Wisconsin dairy farmer. “You need to be
smart when things are looking good and plan for the future.
“As I look back at the downturn in 2009 and 2010, we were
trying to think, ‘How can we do this? We’ve already tweaked
things so much!’ So, we brought all of our employee team
together and said, ‘We’re not looking at terminating anybody, but
times are tough. We’d like everybody on the farm to try and think
of something that you do in your responsibilities that would save
3% on the dairy.’ That to us seemed like a manageable number.
It wasn’t threatening to people, but it really got some creative
thinking going around on the dairy and we ended up having some
discussions that we would not have had otherwise.”
“Thoughts directly control feelings, which directly control
your behavior or activity,” says Monica Kramer, a behavior health
counselor for Eyes on the Horizon Consulting. “So, if your thought
is during a downturn, ‘I’m not going to be able to do this. I can’t
do this again. This is never going to work.’ How are you going to
feel? Defeated, overwhelmed, frustrated, right?
“So how does that play out in our day-to-day activities? If it
doesn’t rejuvenate and it doesn’t help us have more energy to get
out there and keep trying, plus it doesn’t help us plan. The work
really needs to happen in our thinking.
“If something doesn’t feel right emotionally, peel the layers

back like an onion until you get to the thought that is causing
that feeling. Then say to yourself, ‘Is there in thing I can do about
what is causing this feeling?’ If the answer is ‘Yes,’ then make
a plan. If the answer is ‘No,’ then it is really about acceptance
and learning how to be indifferent. Sometimes that means
letting things go. But no matter how the cycles are, if we are
in an upswing or a downswing, really pay attention to how your
thinking is controlling your feelings, and in turn, how you are
functioning.”
“To get ready for the next downturn, look at your balance
sheet and see how you can possibly rebuild it,” says Ashley
Arrington, agriculture analyst and risk management consultant
for AgriAuthority.
Look at the level of equity you have, your working capital and
equity depletion. As we know, working capital and equity do get
depleted somewhat during the downturn, so see what your ratios
were before and what they are now, then set a goal or a level that
you would like to get back to.”
“Make sure to focus on what you can control,” says Robb
Bender, a nutrition consultant for GPS Dairy Consulting. “I see so
many producers who get tunnel vision and who are so focused on
the fact that milk prices are poor, that things aren’t going well,
that they are losing money and meanwhile they are overlooking
an area that could save them money or increase revenue. Just
making sure to focus on the things you can control and for the
rest, if you can’t control it, don’t worry about it.” w
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We at Dairy Girl Network want to wish
you a Dairy Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year! We are excited to
share with you a few gift options we
have with you on our
Facebook page so
follow along the next
two weeks to see those
posts and ideas for
a dairywoman in
your life OR maybe,
maybe it’s a gift just
for you because you
deserve it!
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